The TECH

GREAT INTEREST SHOWN IN NEW GENERAL STUDY

Centre in Appreciation of Music will be Given Next Issues

MR. ROBERTS OUTLINES COURSE

A new general study, entering a field never before attempted by the Faculty, will be offered to the Junior and Senior classes next term. The course, the Appreciation of Music, is being tried for the first time as an experiment. As a result of the continued or other terms, it was concluded that the Faculty could not be confident to obtain a sufficient number of students to make the course a success. But Mr. Roberts takes the position that, in order to give the subject its true importance, it is necessary that the mass of the students will be required to qualify at the end of any other general study.

PAY FIRST FARES

The Faculty has announced that the General Study in public speaking will be made a reality next term. For several years prior to the time when the Institute was organized, the College of Charles River was given the course under the direction of Professor Robinson of its own Department. The course proved immensely popular and the students were very eager to learn more. The removal to Cambridge and the advent of the World War caused a delay, and the curriculum the course in public speaking being dropped. The aim of the course is to teach students to stand, think, and be well before an audience. Engaged with writing for being poor speakers, and this is chiefly for the reason of public speaking. The course is offered with the hope that it will give students and have little or no time to develop the ability to speak well. Mr. Roberts feels that the establishment of the course will prove to be one step towards removing this defect.

TALKS ON NEWS PAPER WORK TO TECH NEWS HOUNDS

Professor T. E. Rogers of the English Department gave a short talk about the work of the Tech News Hounds at a recent meeting of the group. He stressed the importance of a well-set and well-acted newspaper. The Editor is always connected for the well-being of the Tech. The Editor is always connected for the well-being of the students.

NOTICES FOR UNDERGRADUATES

OFFICIAL NOTICE

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

The last lecture of the present term will be given on Friday, December 9, by W. N. Moore, the guest of the Faculty. The lecture will be on "The Chemistry of Combustion." The lecture will continue for the second term; the first lecture will be given January 27.

WALTER HUMPHREYS

December 4, 1921.

CROSSED-SECTION PICTURES, of varying size, will be on view at 1 o'clock next Tuesday at Northrup's, in the Department of Science. Professor W. T. McCollum will speak on the subject of "The Chemistry of Combustion." The lecture will continue for the second term; the first lecture will be given January 30.

TREAT TO THE THEATRES

A delightful comedy centering about a woman and two husbands.


KEITH: 8:00. "Parting Peace." "Parting Peace." 

VENUE: (Thurs., Fri., Sat.,) Waltz, Mandolin, Gloria Shaw and El Lott Dance in "Deel Tell Everything" and Alice Colburn in "The Banker." 

HERRICK

The Athletic House of Quality

Braves at Marquardt

Braves at Marquardt

Braves at Marquardt

Braves at Marquardt

BRINES

The Athletic House of Quality

MEN'S

STODDER

SHOES

An Item of Interest to Every Young Man in New England

Semi-Sport Pattern for Street Wear

Two new Fall boots (illustrated above) in genuine calf leather at an extremely low price are in stock under the most convenient terms.

STYLE 313—Tourney Red Boarded Califia

STYLE 314—Black Boarded Califia

$7.75

Three boots come in dark tan kidney red and black boarder calf; with matching rubber and steel soles and a choice of high or low cut inside. Special 30% discount to Tech students listed in the Tech Catalogue.

COES AND STODDER

10 TO 14 SCHOOL STREET

Take Your Work to an Expert

MISS MARBLE

Typewriting and Homography School

136 Neilson Hall, Harvard Square

Thrift Work a Specialty

YOUNG MEN'S HATS

Distinctive and Exclusive

Foreign & Domestic Manufactures

COATS

Agents for

Byrnes & Argus

English Coats

Golf Suits

Caps

Gloves

Collins & Fairbanks Co.

61 WASHINGTON ST.

BOSTON

LOOMIS SCHOOLING

Loomis Schooling

Call Back Bay 2800

Everything necessary for the sport

BRINES, Harvard Square, Cambridge